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I. Define the Core 
 
A. The core is made up of the muscles/fascia that not only connect to the 

torso(pelvis and spine etc) but also protect the spine.   
 

a. Local core or intrinsic is the deepest layer of which supports the spine and affects 
pelvic floor, respiration  Included are diaphragm, TA horizontal fibers of 
the  internal oblique’s pelvic floor and multifidus  Activating the deepest layer of 
the core  at about a 15% contraction allows the spine to be neutral and move 
without restrictions I the planes of motion. The diaphragm not only attaches to 
the TA but the pelvic floor. 

b. Superficial Are the most external that connect the extremities that are primary 
movers, assistors or stabilizers. Abdominals are the rectus, external 
obliques, posterior trapezius, rhomboids, serratus anterior, lattisimus dorsi and 
erector spinea, hips and pelvis, quadriceps, illiopsosas, quadratus lumborum, 
hamstrings, gluteaus group, and adductor group These muscles create 
movement however are not as responsible for protection of the spine unlike the 
deeper layers There are no lower abdominal muscles they are the muscles that 
attach to the lower extremities such as the hip flexors which are commonly 
mistaken and always overworked.   

 

II. Core Workouts Design:  
A. Planes of Motion 
B. Body Position – Prone, Side-Lying, Standing, Seated/Kneeling and Supine 
C. Repetition Design  
D. Music Design 

 
Standing 

Personal Training (1) Squat iso push with partner foot on bender ball Client squats with 
one foot on bball with palms held together facing out at belly 
button height. PT pushes against one hand then the other 
challenging core and balance  - repeat with other foot on ball.  

 

Pilates (1) Place the ball under the right foot squat return to a calf raise on 
the left (flex right hip in front of the body heel is on the ball) 
(variation close the eyes or turn the head) 

(2) Place the ball under the right foot squat while putting pressure  
on the foot to engage the inner thighs. Net return and laterally 
flex to the left  

(3) Place the ball under the right foot abducting the hip. Next squat 
with the left side while reaching below the left knee. Next upon 
straightening the left knee rotate to the left  



Mind/Body/Barre (1) Frame the face side lunge 
As you step out to side lunge frame the face with the ball 
overhead and move the elbow to the knee.  

(2) Standing hip abduction to transverse crunch 
From a standing leg lift position, draw lifted knee towards chest.  

Partner (1) Partner 1  - Squat with straight arms held out from chest as target  
(2) Partner 2  - ducks and weaves right center left center between 

arms 
(3) Facing each other split stance position place hands on ball with an 

isometric press (variation only one hand) 
(4) Standing side by side with one hand on the ball. Next laterally flex 

towards and away from each other  
(5) Facing each other with one hand on the ball make slow circles 

with the arms. 

Group Fitness / 
Bootcamp 

(1) Circle core Ball to Ball push Group forms a circle each holding a 
ball in right hand. Connect the circle by each person holding on to 
balls between them to form circle. Leader calls right and all put 
pressure on right ball while resisting pressure coming from left 
ball. Repeat other side  

 

Prone / Face Down 

Personal Training (1) Wheel Barrow hand to elbow 

Pilates (1)  place one gliding under the feet and the ball in between the 
thighs plank to pike adducting the thighs Next pike and lift one 
foot off of the disc and slowly lower to plank. Next place the hands 
on the other disc to shoulder and spine extension  

(2) begin in a plank ball under right hand rotate to a side plank ball 
still under the right hand lift and lower the hips   

(3) Begin in a plank with ball behind the right knee. Next move to a 
downward facing dog. Lift and extend the right hip to rotation (flip 
the dog} Return to a plank 

 

Mind/Body/Barre (1) Circus Bear 
Ball under tops of the feet 

(2) Tick Tock 
Plank on hands, knees bent hovering off the ground and feet on 
one Gliding Disc, tick tock knees side to side. 

Partner (1) Back to Back foot lift Partners kneel back to back with feet 
touching. They start in hand plank lifting one foot pushing against 
their partners lifted foot for 5 seconds. Repeat on other side. 
Repeat same with elbow plank. Then combine with feet lifted 
hand plank to elbow plank and back to hand plank  

(2) Burpee twist  
Both partners perform standing to prone position. Both partners 
swivel to face each other tapping feet to feet and swivel to return 
to prone position and back to standing  

(3) Forearm Plank Squats 



One partner in forearm plank and one standing at the others feet. 
As the partner a. holds a static plank, partner b. completes squats 
while holding the ankles.  

Group Fitness / 
Bootcamp 

(4) Partner one: begins in two handed plank and slowly walk one arm 
at a time to the forearms Partner two: standing at the feet of 
partner holding onto ankles while partner one completes the 
elevator walks 

Supine / Face Up 

PT (1) Client in v sit position with b-ball behind back holding tubing end. 
PT holds the other end and pulls at various angles while client 
maintains neutral position  

 

Pilates (1) Place the ball under the mid back holding the head. Next lift to a 
bridge alternating hip flexion  

(2) place the ball under the tailbone arms to the side of the body legs 
at ninety degrees Next abduct and adduct the hips (variation 
abduct and adduct the arms with either weights or tubing) 

(3) same position with the knees bent rotate the hips to the right and 
left and arms to the side for balance 

 

Mind/Body/Barre (1) Butterfly Crunches 
Lying on your back with knees wide and a Bender Ball between 
feet, perform 10 basic crunches squeezing the ball between the 
feet, after 10 add hovered feet. 

Group Fitness / 
Bootcamp 

(1) Double Arm Press with Sit-up 
Begin lying on the floor with arms at chest and legs wide, lift body 
up into a full sit-up as you press the arms towards the sky. 

Seated 

PT (1) Start with toner draped under the feet with one fully looped, 
lower into layout and as you rise open into as big of a fly as you 
can handle. 

Pilates (1) C curve lumbar spine thoracic extend. Reach arms over the head 
and look upwards with the eyes only   Lift and lower arms while 
staying in extension (variation add band or weights) (variation 
add Gliding under the heels) 

(2) Same position as above. Abduct the arms to the side and laterally 
flex right and left. Keep arms abducted and turn the head to the 
right and left.  

(3) Begin same position rotate to the right and place the right elbow 
on the mat with left arm extended over the head looking over the 
right shoulder 

Mind/Body/Barre (1) Earthquake with seated chest fly 
From traditional earthquake position, open one side into a fly as 
you lower torso and then return to starting position 



Partner (1) Partner disc swap  - foot to foot transfer  - partners in V sit 
position with ball behind low back  - both pass disc under right 
foot to partner and at same time traps disc coming from left  

 

Group Fitness Bootcamp (1) Circle V sit and pass the ball. Group forms circle in V sit. Ball pass 
starts with one person weaving under and over legs in circle until 
it reaches first person -then ball passes in other direction  

 

Side Lying  

PT Same as supine with tubing held in top hand 
(1) Client in v sit position with b-ball behind back holding tubing end. 

PT holds the other end and pulls at various angles while client 
maintains neutral position  

 

Pilates (1) Place the ball under the right rib cage and hip with the right knee 
at 90 degrees in front of the body and the left hip abducted Hold 
the head with the right hand and elbow on the floor Next lift the 
elbow off of the floor and abduct the left hip. Reach the left arm 
over the shoulder while flexing the torso (variation place gliding 
under the right hand) 

(2) Same position as above. Flex the left hip and knee while lifting the 
torso. 

(3) Same position as above. Lift the torso and slightly rotate as well  

Mind/Body/Barre (1) Bicycle side plank 
Side plank on forearm, pick up top leg and draw it behind the body 
and then draw the knee forward and extend the leg front of the 
body.   

Partner (1) Alternate Side plank and Push up 
(2) Partners face each other in side plank  - One partner holds Ball in 

top hand and performs push up holding ball then passes ball to 
partner and they perform push up  

 

Group Fitness / 
Bootcamp 

(1) Group all link side lying position - first person passes ball down line 
arching overhead and down body line to next person who is 
reaching over their head. After ball reached end everyone turns to 
opposite side lying position and ball travels other direction up line  

 

 

Thank you for coming! Feel free to reach out. 

Tricia Murphy Madden : tricia.murphy.madden@gmail.com : @murphmadden 

Mindy Mylrea : mmlyrea@gmail.com : @mindymylreafitness 

Leslee Bender : Leslee@bendertraining.com : @lesleebender 
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